Quarry Update: Decision-Time Approaches, Please Object (Again)
Round 2
Hills have now come back with the additional information requested by Oxfordshire County
Council (OCC) last August. The initial quarry application failed to provide essential
information on a number of key areas. Second time around and Hills have still not done a
good job.
Firstly, the required information is incomplete and there are at least 6 areas where Hills
have not provided the information requested by OCC. We have written to OCC pointing
out these deficiencies. Why are Hills treating the process with contempt?
Secondly, and true to form, Hills have made the new information deliberately difficult to find
and analyse. It is buried within a mix of 60 new and revised documents (without tracked
changes). What have they got to hide?
As an example, some information on trees is now provided (glaringly absent in the original
submission); however, it is still not clear which veteran trees will be saved and which are
for the chop, and the maps provided are unreadable. Why not just be clear?
Bachport Is Fighting Fit
Bachport and its advisors are painstakingly analysing the new information and preparing
our own submission for this second round of consultation. We continue to have a strong
case and strong support for getting this planning application rejected.
Representatives of the 4 parish councils have met and remain united in their opposition.
We have successfully done a second round of fundraising to pay for our advisors, and
have a dedicated core team in addition to nearly 850 registered supporters.
You Can Make a Difference
In the first consultation more than 600 letters and emails were sent to OCC protesting
about this unwelcome development. The scale of local opposition was certainly noticed by
OCC.
The deadline for this second round of public consultation is March 1st
Please could you take the time to write a short email of your objection to OCC at the
address below, even if you have done so before. It really does make a difference.
Email: gemma.crossley@oxfordshire.gov.uk
There are so many reasons to object to this application: destruction of the landscape,
creation of massive 10 m bunds (the height of 3-storey houses) in the green belt, the
removal of most trees and hedgerows, traffic congestion, noise, dust and increased risk of
flooding. The new information supplied by Hills doesn’t answer the questions we and other
bodies raised in the first round of consultation.
Please keep an eye on our website (bachport.uk) for updates and watch out for further
information.
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